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Abstract This paper describes the use

of

an

integrated Mach-Zehnder interfenometer (MZ,f) for
sensor applications For exploiting the high sensitivity
potentials of the MT,l a phasemodulation concept is
proposed, using the elec'tnoopticd efrect of 7nO. Ihis
phasemodulation principle has been experimentally
verified using a prototype Mach-Zehnder
interferometer based on ZnO opticd waveguides lhe
voltagexlength pnoduct (Vr) at a used wavelength of
632.8 nm is ^'25 Vxcm for at fnequencies )lkHz
INTRODUCTION

In the field of @io)chemical sensing the integrated
optical (IO) sensors are of increasing importance [].
Just as for non-optical sensors, the qpecific selectivity is
mostly ötained by applylng a thin receptor layer,
capable for binding with the analyte only. In case of
immunosensors this receptor layer is formed by
antibodies [2]. But in the IO sensors, it is an optical
property (refractive index n" absorption coefficient or
emission properties) of that layer that is changed by the
presence of the anabrte, that change being converted into

an intensity change by an appropriate optical read-out
circuit. For Ånåased sensors, the basic physical effect is
the interaction of the evanescent tail of the guided wave
(either waveguide mode or SP) with the sample,
resulting in a change ( I.D in the effective refractive
index N of the guided wave (see figure l). Some well
known read-out principles are the Surface Plasmon (SP)
Resonance sensor [3], the grating coupling sensor [4]
and the ldach-Zehnder interferometer (lvlZt) sensor [2].
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in one of the interferometer branches, so influencing its
intensity transf,er function I..n/Ii.. Here L is the
'interactionlength' of the guided wave with the anabrte,
and l. is the wavelength used.
The IvIZI is generally supposed to show the highest
potential [a] and indeed it can be very sensitive: in
addition the intrinsic balance due to the incorporation of
a reference branch (see figure lb), makes it insensitive

ÅO*.=2r (Lå,)

for many pertubating effects.
Despite of its high potential, untill now the ldZI is
hardly used in commercial applications. Besides the
general problem of IO sensors of connecting the optical
chip via fibers to external parts, e.g. the lightsource and
the detection uniL in an economical way, this poor
appliance is probably caused by the technological
impossibil$ of producing an interferometer that merely
is in a 'a priori' defined and preferentially most sensitive
working point" i.e. showing a pregiven Å(De in absence of
the analyte.

Both prölems can be solved by using ZnO optical
[5,6]. The connection prölem can be
overcome by using a simple selfaligping fiber-to-chip
coupling scheme to be discussed elsewhere [5], enabling
quick and reliable connection of the fiber to the optical
chip without loosing the high sensor sensitivity of the
used ZnO optical waveguide. The electrooptical
properties of thin films of ZnO t6] allow for a
phasemoduladon, which can be used for solving the
waveguides

working point prölem.
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I. The geneml

sensing principle of integuted optical
sensors is based on the intemction of the qurescent tail of the
guided v,ave with the analyte(a).Schemtic teptzsentation of a

Figure

Al.I = (aN/adf ) Ådr + (äN/än" )

^n"
In the IvIZI (shoum in figure lb) that
change in efrective

prt ofl the signal
bmnch subject to the ertemal pmmeter to be sensed (b).

Mach-Zehnder interfetwneter, with (a

For various
sensors the minimal detectable Ål.I
^nåased
has been derived
[4] to be:

Ål.I-i': g(VL),

(3a)

with L the 'interaction length' of the guided wave with
the analyte, l, is the wavelength used, and 'g' is

For these sensors Äl.I can be easily expressed as a
function of the thickness dr of the adlayer of biochemical
molecules to be detesteq and the refractive index n of
öe covering material, as these paranaters are changed
by the analyte mncentration. In first approximation this

depending on the experimental measurement techniques
and is generally in the order of (l-S)xlO" [+].
The higlrcr potential of the ldZI compared to the
other mentioned sensors is mainly due to the inverse
proportionality of Ål.t with L (eq. 3a). Tpical values
are lcm for the lvIZI, I mm for the gfating coupler, and
essentially 10-100 pm only for the SPR-sensor.
Combining eq.2 and 34 it is immediately seen that

can be formulated as:

for the lvlZl:

;
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g= L(D6l2n,

(3b)

E 1oo

the minimal detectable phasechange.

with

^O.tothe sensor
ln alv[Zl

aso
C'

output signal (see figure 2) can be

Fo

written as:

Io.r=Iscos2( An)
Thus:

(4a)

)oo = Io

^I"cd

depend on working point Oo.
a passive lvlZl, the Å(D6 can be estimated to be
(0.2-l) xlO-lx2rc. For Å}{6 this means -for L=lcm and
Xd32.S nm- a value of (0.6-3)x101 which is equivalent
(a fraction of l/1000to the growth of (0.4-2)xl0-2

For

ll2OO of

frequency (kHz)

(

O/2){cos(Åo/2)sin( O/2)}oo (4b)
Obviously, the minimal detectable intensity change (e.g.
the sensitivity)
and thus also ÅO-; strongly

(ÅI'r

a

rqrpical layer

of

antibodies!).
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the integmted MZI used
for the electrc-optically induced phasemdulation experiments
(a). The measured voltagexlength prduct V" as a function of

fitquncy

@).

From this figure it can be concluded that the electrois applicable from
(approximately) lkl{z, thereby excluding the possibility
of using a dc-feedbackloop. The lower limit of lkl{z is
caused by effects of electronic conduction of the

optically induced phasemodulation

The

measured Vr-value is

5
6

waveguiding system.

t

As a next step, an lv[Zl enabling both the electrooptical phasemodulation and sensing applications will be

=25Vxcm.

o
changc In nc

fabricated. Using

a

simple electronic scheme to

be

in the oral presentation, the phasemodulated
output signals can be tranformed into a linearized
discussed

Figutz 2. Measured outpttt intensity of a passive MZI, as a
result of a rcfmctive index clunge dvt" of -XJtr2, with
L:Icm and 7t:632.8 nn. The ZnO wmreguide has a (nonoptimized) thiclorcss of 500 nm.
From equation 4b it follows that in the most sensitive
working point (called the quadrature point), Oe is n/2.
Obviously, to exploit the high sensitivity potential of the
lÅZI, it is necessary to actively modulate -either using a
dc-feedbackloop on the quadraturepoint [2], or by using
some more elöorate detection schemes- the ldZI to this

working point. With zuch an actively modulated
interferometer,'g' can be as small as (0.1-5)xl0-3 12,41.
The corresponding ÅN-; is now (0.3-30)xl0{,
equivalent to the growth of (0.1-10)x104 nm of
antibodies.

ELECTROOPTICAL PHASE MODI JLATION
The thin film properties of ZnO waveguides allow for
electro-optically induced phase modulation of an
integrated \IZI. The phasemodulation will be
demonstrated using a lvlZl with two output channels
which are mutually out of phase, see figure 3a [6]. By
applylng a voltage between the electrodes, the induced
electrical field over the ZnO causes a change in the ZnO

refrastive index and consequently in the effective
refractive index of the waveguiding system. Hence also
the intensities of the output channels are changed. The
voltagexlength product necessary to switch the intensity
from one output to the other (V,), as a function of the

sensor output.
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applied frequency, is shonm in figure 3b.
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